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Agenda

�Discuss special considerations for using XML 
schemas with WDI

�Show special XML mapping commands

�Describe special XML PERFORM keywords

The presentation will discuss some special considerations that you should be aware of when 
using XML schemas with WebSphere Data Interchange (WDI).  There are some mapping 
commands and PERFORM TRANSFORM keywords that apply to schemas, but are not typically 
used with DTDs.
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Schemas

� Like DTDs, XML schemas describe the structure of the 
XML document, but in much more detail

�Allow constraints on elements and attributes (i.e., date, numeric, list 
of values, mask, etc.)

�Min/max repeat counts

� Other functions and constructs that are not supported in 
DTDs

� “all” content spec

�Ability to define your own types, including base and derived types

Like DTDs, XML schemas describe the structure of an XML document.  However, they allow you 
to describe the data and semantics in much greater detail than you can in a DTD.  XML 
schemas can define constraints like whether an element contains a date, integer, enumerated 
value, or even a specific pattern.  Minimum and maximum repeat counts can also be defined.  
Some constructs such as the “all” content specification do not have an equivalent in DTDs.  

Schemas are very flexible, too.  You can define your own types, including base and derived 
types.

Because XML schemas can define the data structure more precisely, they are used to define 
many of the newer XML standards.
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Mapping and translation using a schema

�Similar to using DTDs

�Import the schema 

�Create the map 

�Run the TRANSFORM command

�A couple new mapping commands and 
TRANSFORM keywords to be aware of

With WDI, mapping and translation for a document that is defined by an XML schema is similar 
to one defined by a DTD.  The steps are still:

�Import the schema

-Create the map

-Run the PERFORM TRANSFORM command

However, there are some new mapping commands and PERFORM TRANSFORM keywords 
that apply to schemas, but generally not to DTDs.
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Schema map – source document

Mapping from a source document defined by an XML schema is very similar to mapping from a 
document defined by a DTD.

The tree view in the map editor looks a lot like it did when using a DTD.  One difference you may 
notice is that when the XML elements appear in the tree view, the specific types from the XML 
schema such as string, date, integer, etc. is displayed.  With a DTD, these would just be 
identified as #PCDATA, since the DTD does not allow you to define the more specific types. 
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Special XML keywords for TRANSFORM from XML 
schema

�XMLNS(Y) – Namespace processing on

�Suggest always using for schema source documents, 
even if no target namespace

�Schemas themselves use namespaces

�Schemas used for validation also go in the 
directory specified by the XMLDTDs keyword

The XMLNS PERFORM keyword tells WDI whether it should recognize namespaces when 
parsing the source document.  When the source document is based on an XML schema, you 
should always specify XMLNS(Y).  Even if the schema does not define a target namespace, 
schemas themselves use namespaces.

Like DTDs, if you are using the XML schema to validate the XML document, you need to put the 
XML schema file in the directory or partitioned data set indicated by the XMLDTDs keyword.
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XMLSCHEMAVAL keyword

�XMLSCHEMAVAL(Y/N/A) – Controls schema 
validation 

�Y – Always try to do schema validation

�N – Never do schema validation

�A – Do schema validation if a schema location is 
specified.  Otherwise, do not do schema validation

�Note: Y or A will also do DTD validation if a DTD is 
specified in the data

The XMLSCHEMAVAL PERFORM keyword tells WDI whether it should validate the document 
against the XML schema.  This is separate from the XMLVALIDATE keyword, which controls 
DTD validation.  

If you do XML schema validation, any DTDs that are referenced will also be processed.  In other 
words, if the document or XML schema refers to a DTD, you cannot tell WDI to validate against 
the XML schema but ignore the DTD reference.  

If you want, you can do DTD validation or processing by specifying the XMLVALIDATE keyword, 
but skip the XML schema validation.
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Another PERFORM TRANSFORM example

PERFORM TRANSFORM WHERE

INFILE(XMLFILE) 

SYNTAX(X) 

OUTFILE(EDIFILE)

CLEARFILE(Y)

XMLVALIDATE(2)

XMLDTDS(\DEMO\DTDS)

XMLSPLIT(N)

DICTIONARY(XMLDEMO)

DOCUMENT(EXAMPLE2)

XMLNS(Y)

XMLSCHEMAVAL(Y)

Here is a sample TRANSFORM COMMAND that uses namespace processing and will validate 
the data against the XML schema file that is located in the \DEMO\DTDS directory.
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Mapping to a schema target document

�Also basically the same as mapping to a DTD

�Elements displayed in the map similar to the way 
they appear on the schema editor Overview tab

�i.e., Show data type, such as String, Date, Decimal, etc.

�Note: These are NOT used to format the output

� i.e., If I map the value “2.00” to an “Integer” element, WDI does not 
automatically change the value to “2”

� Use NumFormat() function if needed

If you are mapping to a target document that is defined by an XML schema, this is similar to 
mapping to a target document defined by a DTD.  Like we saw with the source document, the 
elements show the data type such as string, date, decimal, etc.

Note that WDI does not do any special formatting for the XML output based on the data types.  
For example, if you map a value of “2.00” to an element that is defined as an integer, WDI does 
not automatically change the value to “2”.  However, WDI provides many mapping functions that 
allow you to format the output values as needed.  In this example, you could use the 
NumFormat mapping command to convert the “2.00” to a “2”.
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Schema map – target document

Here is an example of a map that where the target document is based on an XML schema.  
Note that this is a target-based map, so the mapping commands appear relative to the elements 
in the target document.
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� SetNoNSSchemaLocation

�Creates the noNamespaceSchemaLocation attribute on root 

element

<OrderSR

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="example2.xsd">

SetNoNSNSchemaLocation command

The SetNoNSSchemaLocation mapping command is used to create the 
noNamespaceSchemaLocation attribute on the root element.  You would use this when the 
target document is based on a schema, you want to identify the schema name in the XML 
output, and the XML schema does NOT use a target namespace.

If you want to create the schemaLocation attribute for a schema that DOES use a target 
namespace, you use the SetSchemaLocation mapping command.  This is covered in the XML 
Namespaces presentation.
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Keywords for TRANSFORM to XML schema

� Again, no special PERFORM keywords for transforming to an XML 

schema-based target document

� Target output processing determined by map, rules, trading partner info, 

etc.

Just like when you generate XML output data that is based on a DTD, there are no special 
PERFORM TRANSFORM keywords needed to generate output that is based on an XML 
schema. The target output processing is determined by the map, rules, trading partner 
information, etc.
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Summary

�Mapping with XML schemas similar to DTDs

�Some special considerations 

�Special XML PERFORM keywords

�Special XML mapping commands

As you can see, using XML schemas with WDI is very similar to using DTDs.  However, there 
are a few considerations to keep in mind, including some specialized PERFORM TRANSFORM 
keywords and mapping commands. 
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